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Free Riders, Side Payments, and
International Environmental Agreements:
Is Kyoto Failing Because Montreal
Succeeded?

By Nadra Hashim

Domestic laws concerning environmental pollution have always been divisive.
When they are framed as international law, they become even more contentious. This
is especially true in the current era where there has been notable recalcitrance on the
part of India, China, and the United States to sign the Kyoto Protocol, a treaty which
seeks to regulate world-wide carbon dioxide emissions. Yet, an examination of recent
history suggests that there has been some success in at least one area of international
law governing the regulation of environmental pollution. The Montreal Protocol,
which induced its signatories to end the production and utilization of
chloroflourocarbons (CFCs) is a testament to the notion that international law can
sustain environmental protection.1

So why has Kyoto failed where Montreal succeeded? Is it simply a matter of
political will, or are there more fundamental matters of economic and technological
change which make agreement over the regulation of CO2 so much more difficult
than the elimination of CFCs? A study of political developments leading to the
promulgation and enforcement of the two documents may shed some light on why
international law concerning the environment is now more contentious than ever.

EPISTEMIC COMMUNITIES, SCIENTIFIC INNOVATION, AND IEA
REGIMES

One area not covered by much of the literature of regime theories concerns
epistemic communities—more specifically, where their influence over politicians
begins and where it ends, and where their lack of influence may induce repeated
patterns of state behavior, which have a life beyond the boundaries of any one
particular treaty. In the case of International Environmental Agreements (IEAs), and
the Montreal Protocol in particular, the epistemic community influenced not only
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how scientific knowledge was disbursed but also how compromise could be
achieved. Robert Keohane describes international institutions as providing “an array
of persistent and connected rules that prescribe behavior roles, constrain activity,
and shape expectations.”2 Throughout the meetings that lead to the convening of the
protocol, diplomatic representatives of the scientific community, acting through
international institutions, helped formulate both the rules of the treaty, and perhaps
more importantly, the exceptions to the rules. It was the exception to protocol rules
that made treaty negotiation possible, at least in the short run, but made enforcement
more difficult.

THE HISTORY AND STUDY OF CFCS

The development of CFCs reflects the history of twentieth century economic
advancements. Dubbed the second industrial revolution, and spanning the years
1910–1950, American industrial mobilization during World Wars I and II created the
infrastructure for the mass production of various household accessories. One of the
first and most popular brands of CFC, Freon, was developed by Thomas Midgley
and Charles Kettering of General Motors.3 Kinetic Chemicals produced Freon—or
dichlorofluromethane, CFC 114—as a non-toxic alternative to several noxious gases
commonly used in refrigeration, namely ammonia, chloromethane, and sulfur
dioxide.4 CFCs, such as dichloroflouromethane, are the most widely known family of
chemical compounds known as haloalkanes, sometimes referred to as halogen
compounds or halons. In the 1930s, Freon was used as a refrigerant in commercial
and retail outlets. By the 1950s, 50 percent of farms and 90 percent of urban homes
had Freon dependent refrigerators. By the 1960s, many cars were air-conditioned
with some type of Freon refrigerant, and by the 1990s, when the push to phase CFCs
began, 94 percent of all cars had Freon-based air conditioning.5 Chloroflourocarbons
became unpopular as a result of three developments: the energy crisis of the 1970s,
Molina and Roland’s Ozone depletion theory of 1974, and the “ozone hole”
discovered over Antarctica in 1985.

THE ENERGY CRISIS AND THE OZONE LEARNING CURVE

The energy crisis of the early 1970s was far reaching and affected energy costs
beyond petroleum use in automobiles; it also affected electricity.6 Air-conditioning
rates soared and the US Congress mandated thermostat settings to regulate
consumption. The refrigerant industry, Dupont more specifically, began to research
refrigerants that might work more efficiently. The industry’s primary concern was
finding a way to make and provide refrigerants that were cheaper. There was less
concern regarding how “clean” this energy was until academic research began to
explore a correlation between haloalkanes, particularly CFCs, and ozone depletion.7

However, by the mid 1970s, there were a variety of academic studies linking
CFCs with the pollution of the environment.8 In 1974, Frank Sherwood Rowland,
Chemistry Professor at the University of California, and Mario Molina, a chemistry
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post-doctoral associate, released a study which indicated that Freon drifted into the
atmosphere, producing free chlorine (Cl), which destroys ozone.9

In 1976, the US Academy of Sciences released a report concluding that
“credible scientific evidence” supported the ozone depletion theory.10 The same
year, the governing council of the United Nations Environmental Program (UNEP)
began plans for a conference which would be hosted by the US government. In 1977,
the International Conference on Ozone, attended by representatives of various
nations, released the World Plan of Action on the Ozone Layer. The push to remove
CFCs, or at least their use in aerosol cans, commenced, and the US implemented its
aerosol ban in 1978. While the aerosol ban enjoyed limited success, the effort to
exercise a fuller ban on CFCs in refrigerants, air conditioners, fire extinguishers, and
the like was more difficult. Between 1978 and 1985, when 20 nations signed the
Vienna Convention, which established the framework for the Montreal Protocol,
there was much hesitancy and delay.

Among the obstacles to agreement was an assessment by the National Academy
that damage to the ozone may have been overstated by Rowland and Molina and
others. Other impediments included the halocarbon industry’s resistance to
developing CFC alternatives, and the Reagan Administration’s general disinterest in
environmental issues. Finally, several important members of the European
community stated their outright refusal to consider most CFC bans.11 Attitudes
began to change in the mid 1980s when the American government modified its
position on enacting a full scale ban on CFCs. This was due in no small measure to
a series of reports released between 1979–1981 that asserted that there was a marked
depletion in stratospheric ozone due to the release of CFCs and other gases into the
atmosphere.12

Late in 1984, a British scientist named Joseph Farman, from the British
Antarctic Survey, measured and published a grim survey of atmospheric ozone in
Antarctica.13 There was such depletion of ozone (O3) in the atmosphere that it was
soon dubbed “the ozone hole.” The hole stretched millions of miles over an area
larger than Russia and Brazil combined.14 Published in early 1985, Farman’s report
had the effect of verifying Rowland and Molina’s dire prediction that, left unabated,
chemical byproducts might permanently destroy the environment. Farman’s study
coincided with the meeting of the Vienna Convention, which was the precursor to
the Montreal Protocol. By the beginning of 1986, the halocarbon industry, led by
Dupont, finally relented in the face of incontrovertible scientific proof. Dupont
reported that it was developing alternatives to CFC, which could be used in air
coolers and refrigerators as early as 1991.15 The Dupont announcement was a
breakthrough, as the chemical manufacturers had been one of he strongest sources
of opposition.16

Led by the Dupont Corporation, which accounted for more than 25 percent of
the international market, the refrigerant industry assured the US government that
because of new technological innovations, including a variety of less damaging
halocarbons refrigerants, existing CFC patents, owned mostly by American
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companies, would not need renewing.17 Technological innovation made a ban of
CFCs possible, but political will was still guided by pragmatism. Forty-three nations
signed the Montreal Protocol. These nations agreed to the treaty because, according
to Dr. Mustafa Tolba, former director of the United Nations Environmental
Program, “it set up a world-wide schedule for phasing out CFCs, which [were] no
longer protected by patents. This provided companies with an equal opportunity to
make new, more profitable compounds.”18

In fact, the Vienna Convention and the Montreal Protocol were the culmination
of efforts of a broad network of atmospheric scientists and an environmental
epistemic community aimed at influencing governments and compelling the
chemical companies to limit or alter their manufacture of haloalkanes and CFCs in
particular. The irony of the Montreal Protocol was its success was largely the result
of the fact that big business joined a small community of environmental scientific
experts in what would become a joint effort to regulate CFCs in a manner that
compelled state action, rather than the other way around.

EPISTEMIC COMMUNITIES, REGIME THEORY AND FREE RIDERS

It is axiomatic that the more heterogeneous the epistemic community, the less
coherent the regime. This may be especially true in the field of environmental
regulation where members of the epistemic community include members as diverse
as chemical manufacturers as well as advocates of alternative or “clean” energies.
One of the keys in comprehending how international regimes are created and how
they, in turn, create international law is to first gain some insight into the nature of
epistemic communities.19 Peter Hass defines epistemic communities as “a network of
professionals with recognized expertise and competence in a particular domain and
an authoritative claim to policy relevant to knowledge with that domain or issue
area.”20 Epistemic communities, like government institutions, are bound by
international and national structural realities. However, unlike state institutions, they
are flexible and can function both within the institutions of a particular state while
also acting as transnational participants in a community that transcends national
boundaries. They shed light on complex concepts (such as atmospheric degradation),
they help define the self-interest of the state, and they can assist in formulating
policy.21

Last but not least, “epistemic communities apply their causal knowledge to a
policy enterprise subject to their normative objectives,” and as such, tend to be small
distinctive groups with authoritative knowledge and equally strong opinions.22 In
1970, the epistemic community concerned with ozone depletion consisted of a few
scientists mostly working as academics. These independent researchers largely shared
their findings regarding ozone depletion only with one another. However, by 1976,
the US Academy of Science released its report authenticating Rowland and Molina’s
research on CFC induced ozone depletion. That same year, UNEP hosted an
international conference calling for an ozone plan of action. Thus, the scattered
research of a small epistemic community of atmospheric researchers gained
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attention in two important quarters. After the ban on CFCs in aerosol cans, the
epistemic community of ozone academics garnered even more respect.

Hoping to stem the tide of regulation, the producers of CFCs and chemical
manufacturers both in the US and abroad agreed to comply with a freeze on certain
compounds while generally rebutting the science of
ozone depletion. As late as the mid–1980s and
throughout meetings of the Vienna Convention and the
Montreal Protocol, the Alliance for a Responsible CFC, a
coalition of chemical manufacturers, systematically
resisted a freeze on halon production. The alliance argued
that despite the evidence of millions of miles of ozone
depletion over Antarctica, there were no observations of
ozone depletion anywhere else.23 In a argument that
would be echoed years later when CO2 capture and the Kyoto Protocol  were at
stake, the chemical manufacturers argued that the US accounted for only a quarter
of global use of CFCs, and therefore any American agreement to freeze production
would be useless without guarantees from other nations.24

The Reagan Administration seemed ambivalent, if not hostile, to pursuing an
agenda of environmental protection until 1983, when the White House replaced
EPA administrator Ann Gorusch with William Ruckleshaus, and then a year later
with Lee Thomas,who by various accounts was even more progressive than
Ruckleshaus. Under Lee Thomas, the EPA became a leading force in the
international coalition of states committed to promoting ozone protection.25 In the
years leading to the Montreal Protocol, the EPA, NASA, and OES were “staffed by
members of the [environmental] epistemic community,” who were uniquely poised
to take leadership in the effort to protect the ozone layer.26

As for the leadership on the legislative and Congressional fronts, there was also
more support for ozone protection than there had been when Rowland and Molina
released their report ten years earlier. US Senators John Chafee and Max Baucus
sponsored bills which addressed both an immediate freeze and gradual reduction in
the production of CFCs.27 At the State Department, John Negroponte and Deputy
Assistant Secretary of State Richard Benedick rallied the international effort to add
signatories to the Montreal Protocol.28 Benedick, the head of the US delegation to
the Montreal Protocol, attributes the success to four variables. 29 First, there was the
role of what Benedick calls “the best scientists…prepared to undertake coordinated
actions.”30 In addition to the role of the epistemic community, Benedick also
recognizes three other factors including the “power of knowledge and public
opinion,” the mediating “activities of multilateral institutions,” and the steadfast
commitment of “nations, policies and leadership.” 31

A discussion which has not been given sufficient attention concerns how
epistemic communities and their diplomatic representatives, acting through
international regimes, may help create certain patterns of state behavior, such as free-
riding, which often define the regime beyond the life of a particular treaty. In the case
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of the negotiations at the Montreal Protocol, it was not the rules so much as the
exception to protocol rules, that made short-term treaty negotiation possible.
However, these short-term shortcuts may have made attaining consensus on future
treaties more difficult.

If the years between 1974–1984 signified the emergence of an epistemic
community on ozone, the years 1984–1994 constituted a period when the epistemic
community began to establish a global regime for protection of the atmosphere. One
of the most obvious indications that the epistemic community had some success in
this area of regime creation is reflected in the reception ozone research received in
the early 1980s versus how such research was treated only a few years later. Rowland
and Molina’s research, and Farman’s work in particular, became the basis for an
exhaustive study jointly commissioned by the National Aeronautical and Space
Agency (NASA), National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,(NOAA), the
US Federal Aviation Association(FAA), UNEP, and the German Ministry for
Research and Technology.32 Published in 1986, the NASA study confirmed that
Farman’s ozone depletion theory was a core scientific truth which would become the
basis for epistemic consensus. Thus, ozone preservationists had succeeded where so
many other regulatory epistemic communities had failed, helping to launch a regime
powerful enough to formulate legal remedies that would be observed internationally.

Despite the power of this new regime, the effort to regulate CFCs had equally
committed opponents. There were many business interests in America and Europe,
as well as several national governments aligned against any form of ozone
agreement. By contrast, the leaders of the ozone epistemic community, Dr. Mustafa
Tolba of UNEP and Richard Benedick of the US State Department, were insistent
that the protocol promote the most stringent prohibitions possible. Once the
epistemic community had support from representatives of state-sponsored
institutions, such as the UNEP and the US State Department, these state actors
could reach out trans-nationally to other states. Robert Keohane describes this
development as the source of institutional power. In the case of ozone protection,
the nations which formed a coalition and initiated efforts to develop an ozone
regime came to be known as the Toronto Group. These lead states met in 1985,
creating a framework called the Vienna Convention that would become the basis for
the Montreal Protocol.33

The Toronto Group, which included Canada, the US, New Zealand , and a
number of Scandinavian countries, represented the philosophy of the scientific
community view and exerted what could be described as both epistemic and
“hegemonic leadership.”34 The hegemonic leadership of the Toronto Group made it
possible to develop strategies to try to recruit states that either completely opposed
a ban on CFCs or those who were simply ambivalent.

In addition to the outright opposition of the chemical manufacturers, there were
also several important governments opposed to the prohibition of CFCs. As
negotiations progressed, it became clear that the national and economic interests of
several powerful European nations might deliver a stillborn Montreal Protocol.
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Britain, France, and, to a lesser extent, Italy and West Germany led European
Community (EC) representatives to push for a production cap rather than a
complete freeze on production or regulation on consumption.35 From December
1986 to February 1987, meetings between various protocol delegations were
consumed by a conflict between the US and EC over the range, the form, and the
nature of controls of CFC regulation along with the scope of exemptions from such
controls.

OZONE SCIENCE VS OZONE BUSINESS: BUILDING CONSENSUS
THROUGH GAME THEORY

The narrative which describes the conflict between Europe and America is as
simple and as complex a matter of economic growth and decline. The US was the
largest producer of CFC 11 and 12 in 1974, the year Rowland and Molina issued
their ground-breaking report. At that time, the US accounted for 46 percent of the
market, while the combined output of EC countries accounted for 38 percent.36

Between 1974 and 1985, EC countries’ production of CFC 11 and 12 grew to 45
percent while US production slipped to 28 percent.37 Quite simply, Europeans were
still using CFC-propelled aerosols, while the American government had banned
them nearly ten years earlier. Further, European nations were exporting one–third of
their CFC production abroad, with the hope of expanding the market to less
developed countries (LDCs). Having set production quotas on CFC 11 and 12 for
the next few years, EC countries offered to place limits on the production of these
two compounds but wanted to reserve the right to produce three other CFC and two
halons which the Toronto Group also wanted to ban or freeze.38

Another point of contention was the form of control: should the protocol
control production or consumption; should it ban CFCs and other halons; and if
not, how long should  a production freeze should last?39 Of all the nations, five
countries in the EC comprised almost the entire export market of haloalkanes to the
developing countries, and as such wanted to restrict production, rather than
consumption. The Toronto Group, along with Denmark and the Soviet Union,
advocated a control on consumption. Ultimately, the parties agreed to a formulation
which they dubbed “adjusted production,” placing a limit on consumption, but
formulating an export quota as well. There was further disagreement about whether
haloalkane production should be frozen or simply banned. The EC favored a freeze
on production, while the US wanted a freeze followed by severe cuts in production
which would approximate a ban.40

The EC and the US also locked horns over one of the most important areas of
the international, namely, how scientific criteria should be evaluated and how such
criteria should be used to exert control over signatories. Once again, the role of
ozone scientists and the ozone epistemic community remained of vital importance.
The US delegation argued that cuts in CFC and haloalkanes should occur
automatically, barring new scientific information which suggested these compounds
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were not as harmful as CFC 11and 12. The EC argued that freezes beyond CFC 11
and 12 should only occur if scientific information proved unequivocally that suspect
haloalkanes were as harmful as CFC 11 and 12.41 Knowing that such inquiry required
years of study, the EC was buying time to export new compounds before an eventual
ban would be required. Thus, the very architecture of protocol review became a
central feature of international ozone diplomacy.

The politics of the protocol became a game of strategy with the EC trying to
enlist Japan and the Soviet Union to modify the Toronto Group’s push for a strong
treaty. However, when Brussels replaced Britain as head of the delegation, when
Germany and Switzerland indicated it would accede to US levels of cuts, or even go
beyond them, and when Denmark broke from ranks of the EC to join the position
of the Toronto Group, it looked as if a more stringent treaty might prevail. In the
early days of the treaty negotiations, the EC, under influence from European
chemical manufacturers, suggested that the veracity of scientific findings regarding
ozone completion should be disputed.42

In the last hours of treaty negotiations, EC delegates, under pressure from the
epistemic community represented by UNEP and the US State Department, and
unwilling to accede to cutting and freezing timetables of the Toronto Group, turned

briefly to legal maneuvers in the hopes of providing a
hedge to complete compliance. In 1984, EC legal
experts floated the idea that the EC commission had
complete authority, called “exclusive competence,” to
enforce or disallow any feature of the protocol.43 In
fact, at the Vienna Convention and into the early

months of the Montreal Protocol, the EC adopted a dual track approach, one
questioning the science of ozone depletion and the other maintaining a claim on
exclusive statutory authority over protocol accession and compliance.44 Ultimately,
the EC members were given a concession of being treated individually for the
purposes of production but agreed to be treated as a unit regarding consumption. In
the lexicon of game theory, such arrangements are called side payments, which were
established to prevent a bigger threat, namely free-riding.

Free riding, otherwise known as defection or total non-compliance, is generally
considered the least favorable outcome of a treaty promoting mutual cooperation.45

Generally, small actors—those with less power or international clout—are able to act
as free riders. They have a lower profile and their deviation is not thought to be an
impediment to cooperation, at least not in a broad sense.46 Free riding is often more
an affront than an impediment to the concept of multinational cooperation.
However, the logic of cooperation suggests that parties who agree to participate in
regulating a collective good are generally more committed to one another and to
observing the rules of the agreement if they believe all parties are similarly
compelled to preserve the collective good.47 Practically any strategy, including
strategies which purchase cooperation, are preferred to free riding. Yet, sometimes
international agreements can only be realized when and if certain parties are offered
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the free riding option.

PROVISIONAL FREE-RIDING: AN EPISTEMIC ALTERNATIVE TO
DEFECTION

The arrangement that allowed EC members to sign Montreal and have different
standards for controlling production was an example of bargaining, or side
payments, that gave reluctant EC countries a provisional free-ride. In reality, the
substantive outcome was that UNEP and the US State Department compelled EC
countries to commit to controlling the types of CFCs they export to the developing
world. This arrangement was a provisional free-ride, constructed to discourage
European defection from the effort to control CFCs and to prevent an even more
damaging version of free riding or defection. The Toronto Group was especially
keen that LDCs be given an incentive to sign the treaty, an incentive to refrain from
developing CFC factories, and a grace period during which they could limit their
importation of EC CFC products. These were the side payments which were given
to EC countries; the protocol gave some time to export CFC products already in the
pipeline, discouraging both EC and LDC defection, without resorting to the threat
of embargo.48

LDCs were a constant source of concern for protocol conveners, and treaty
brinksmanship was at its height when negotiations between the EC and the Toronto
Group concerned the export and phased reduction of CFCs designated for the
developing world. There were few LDCs represented in the talks leading to the
protocol. Of those present, India and China played the most dominant role. China
indicated a vague, if not totally committed desire to accede to the protocol. India,
however, already possessed CFC production technology, which it purchased from US
firms in the hopes of selling refrigerant products in various markets in the
developing world.49

As of 1987, neither China nor India had reached the dizzying heights they would
as newly industrializing nations at the dawning of a new millennium. In the years
between the formulation of the protocol and its tenth anniversary, Chinese and
Indian ambivalence regarding CFC regulation would transform into reluctance and
then evasion. In the subsequent reviews and amendments to the Montreal protocol,
especially those ensuring compliance in the export of frozen, or banned CFCs, the
EC and LDCs continued to frustrate international compliance. In one of the
paradoxes of global environmental governance, India and China, neither importing
nor producing CFCs on the eve of the Montreal Protocol, delayed their accession to
the treaty, only to become sources of CFCs smuggled into Europe and North
America years later.50

The Montreal Protocol was not a perfect treaty; it was simply the best treaty
given the complexity of the issue and the number of players. One feature of the
protocol is that it created the context for the transmission of expert knowledge that
became a resource of state-sponsored regime creation and formulation of
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environmental law. This was a strength, but it was also a liability. If the Montreal
protocol created a regime by deriving its authority from state sanctioned epistemic
experts, then in other contexts, especially where carbon dioxide regulation was
concerned, the state could and would produce experts which would promote
national interest over environmental protection.

STUDYING CO2 IN THE SHADOW OF THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

The academic study of carbon dioxide (CO2) preceded research concerning
CFCs by more than one–hundred years. In the 1890s, research by Svante August
suggested that human and plant waste created CO2, which warmed the atmosphere
like a “hot-house,” or greenhouse.51 For the next eight years, there was scattered
research on the effects of CO2 on the environment, but little captured public
attention until the late 1970s, when the National Academy of Scientists published
one report, which focused national attention on the specter of CO2-driven “global
warming.”52

1979-1992: CO2 AGREEMENT OR AVOIDANCE

In 1979, the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) released a major scientific
study regarding carbon dioxide.53 The NAS report stated simply, “If carbon dioxide
continues to increase, the study group finds no reason to doubt that climate changes
will result, and no reason to believe that these changes will be negligible. A wait-and-
see policy may mean waiting until it is too late.”54 Building on the findings of the
NAS in 1980, the Carter Council of Environmental Quality published a widely
circulated report which disclosed that “many scientists now believe that, if global
fossil fuel use grows rapidly in the decades ahead, the accompanying carbon dioxide
increases will lead to profound and long-term alteration of the earth’s climate.”55

When Jimmy Carter lost the 1979 election, a promising environmental agenda
perished.56 Meanwhile, many of President Reagan’s powerful patrons pressed for
policies which would promote industry. Beginning in the early 1980s, and with the
support of the Reagan Administration, a coalition of western logging, hunting, and
mining organizations banded together to promote an alternative version of
environmental conservation. They decided that environmental regulation was
encroaching on their right to earn a living.57

Ron Arnold published their manifesto, The Wise Use Agenda, the WUM in
1988.58 The agenda advanced more than twenty goals, but the most important wise-
use objectives concerned eliminating restrictions on land development by using legal
property rights protections.59 As with the Regan Administration, during the
presidency of George Herbert Walker Bush, the Wise Use Movement continued to
shape the debate on carbon dioxide and there was little attempt by either
administration to create a scientific consensus regarding how to reduce carbon
dioxide pollution.60
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1992-1997: THE US CREATES A CO2 REGIME BUT NOT A TREATY

Beginning in 1992 and continuing through 1996, President Bill Clinton and Vice
President Al Gore tried to work around the wise use agenda of the powerful 104th
Congress republicans. As late as 1996 the President affirmed the administration’s
commitment to “reducing green house gases to their 1990 levels by the year 2000.”
This particular phrase was notable as it was directly taken from the language of
provisions featured in early drafts of the Kyoto protocol. In reality, the ultimate
Kyoto target was less ambitious, suggesting that1990 CO2 levels should be achieved
by 2008.61 It appeared that despite the twenty or so years of strong opposition to
regulating CO2, the US government was going to lead the ratification of one the
most important global treaties concerning the environment.

In 1997, when nations gathered in Kyoto, the US declined to sign the treaty,
citing lack of participation from developing countries.62 Even when some countries
broke ranks with LDCs and signed the treaty, the Clinton Administration did not
send the Kyoto agreement to Congress, where given stiff opposition, it would have
failed.63 In 1997, a US Senate resolution passed 95–0 declaring “dead on arrival” any
pact or treaty that did not include very specific commitments and time tables for
developing countries party to the treaty. At the heart of the Senate’s aggressive
statement was the feeling that LDCs would never comply with CO2 regulation, even
if they became signatories to Kyoto.64

HERDING CO2 TIGERS, FREE-RIDERS, AND “CHEATS”

In 1997, India and China led a coalition of LDCs which refused to accept any
limits on emissions, campaigning to remove even the most modest language in the
treaty promoting voluntary limits.65 Ten years earlier, India and China were merely
members of a far smaller group of LDCs, whose efforts to reach western levels of
industrialization seemed as remote as their interest in reducing industrial waste.66

However, in the intervening years, it became clear that, like other nations, India and
China might indeed be producing and trafficking banned haloalkane chemicals.67

The Montreal Protocol had by-laws which provided a mechanism for addressing
such defection, or cheating. When Belarus, Russia, and Ukraine were charged with
not reducing their import, consumption, or elimination of banned or frozen CFCs,
the Montreal Protocol Implementation Committee (IC) was called to review charges
of noncompliance. The IC’s system of review and the quasi-judicial function of the
committee were fairly limited in their ability to gather information or resolve
disputes. As of the early 1990s, the IC’s institutional and enforcement mechanisms
were still tentative, and punishment for defection or cheating was limited to peer
pressure to conform, or at most, a financial punishment which amounted to
suspending the small stipend provided by the Protocol’s Multilateral Fund (MLF).
These punishments stand in contrast to a full embargo, an approach proposed as
early meetings of protocol participants.68 In these instances, the diplomatic strategy
of reducing the stringency of the epistemic community treaty language, along with
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the diplomatic policy of creating a system of side-payments and provisional free-
riding, did not create compliance with the Protocol but rather seemed to induce
indifference.69

FROM QUESTIONING TO IGNORING SCIENCE: THE EPISTEMIC
COMMUNITY HITS A WALL

In 2000, President George W. Bush began his campaign for the Presidency,
criticizing Kyoto and suggesting it was indifferent to the issue of NIC pollution.70  A
few months later, to the utter bewilderment of the wise-use lobby and as the race
progressed, George W. Bush began suggesting that the US should try to control
carbon dioxide emissions. He even suggested that as president he would address this
problem.71 In the early months of 2001, President Bush indicated to his staff that
his administration should work on implementing a mandatory cap on carbon dioxide
emissions.72

However, only one year later, WUM lobbyists, eager to kill G–8 efforts to
coordinate the Kyoto rounds, began to pressure the new presidential
administration.73 President Bush retreated from the campaign to reduce green-house
gases.74 Political strategists in the Bush Administration adopted the tried and true
strategy, used by the EC in Montreal and expanded by the America’s WUM lobby, of
impugning the scientific models used to analyze global warming.75

The critiques of the concept of global warming, and by extension the Kyoto
Protocol, can be grouped into three categories. The first group suggests that global
warming is either fiction, or if it is real, its dangers are inconsequential.76 A second
group of Kyoto opponents suggests that while global warming may be a problem, it
is not caused by human activity, and therefore altering industrial activity is not the
solution.77 Another group of Kyoto dissenters claims that climate change may
actually be a positive development in the course of human development, and that the
so-called remedies  may be worse than effects of global warming itself.78

Between the months of March and May 2001, the Bush Administration
abandoned the Kyoto Protocol, removed the lead chemist from the United Nations
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, and appointed Vice President Dick
Cheney chair of the National Energy Policy Development Group.79 During the early
months of 2001, political intransigence concerning Kyoto and the issue of global
warming remained the topic of Washington debate. Then, following the events of
September 11, 2001, global warming was eclipsed by a war looming on America’s
political horizon.80

When the Bush Administration did redirect its attention to environmental policy,
it fashioned a wise-use agenda and replaced the more moderate EPA administrator
Christine Todd Whitman with Dr. Gale Norton.81 Soon after her appointment,
Administrator Norton, who worked in the wise-use Reagan EPA, stunned the
environmental community when she avoided discussing the science of global
warming altogether. Instead, Norton argued that for legal reasons, the EPA lacked
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authority under the Clean Air Act to regulate carbon dioxide, rendering a debate on
Kyoto irrelevant.82

AMERICA’S CO2 EPISTEMIC COMMUNITY RETURNS TO THE FIGHT

In response to the EPA’s pronouncement, the Attorney Generals (AGs) of
twelve states sued the Bush Administration.83 The AGs and an assortment of other
petitioners asserted that the EPA does indeed have authority over the so-called
green-house gas emissions.84 A month later in December 2006, the administration
suggested that it would address environmental concerns. 85 However, the
administration continued to parse its words, suggesting that polar bears might be
threatened and “green-house gases played a role in climate change,” but that climate
change was beyond the scope of the Endangered Species Act.86

Throughout January 2007, politicians outside the White House announced
various policies to address CO2 emissions and global warming.87 A few days later,
Congressional and Senate leaders introduced bills to control carbon dioxide
emissions.88 That week, the US Climate Action Partnership (USCAP), a coalition of
environmentally concerned business leaders, made their own surprising
announcement.89 They argued that as the world leader in renewable energy, America
must reduce carbon dioxide emissions immediately. Like Dupont had announced
years earlier when the issue concerned CFC regulation, USCAP claimed it would lead
technological innovation in the effort to find alternatives to CO2 emitting fuels.90A
week following the USCAP National Press Club announcement on January 23, 2007,
President Bush gave his state of the Union Address. He enumerated the alternative
energies and technologies that would make Americans “better stewards of the
environment.” He then made the astonishing concession that global climate change
was “a serious challenge.”91 As far as the Kyoto Protocol was concerned, however,
this may have been too little and much too late.

MONTREAL FREE RIDING & KYOTO FAILURE: WHITHER CO2
EPISTEMIC POWER

As drafted, the Kyoto Protocol was supposed to reduce the level of CO2 in the
atmosphere to 1990 levels in 2008; in 2009, this target has not been reached. The
failure to launch Kyoto not only killed the international regime on carbon dioxide
regulation, but it also damaged the preceding ozone regime.92 As drafted in the early
1990s, the Kyoto Protocol was to have phased out two haloalkanes,
hydroflurorocarbons (HFCs), and perfluorocarbons (PFCs) which were not covered
by the prohibitions of the Montreal Protocol. So when Kyoto failed, Montreal
suffered. By the time American scientists, legal authorities, and industry leaders
gained the will to challenge the Bush White House to commit to Kyoto, treaty
accession was ten years past due, and global enthusiasm for international agreement
had all but faded.

The inability of developed and developing nations to work through international
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institutions such as UNEP and the IPCC to create consensus for CO2 regulation is
a sign that liberal scholarship will always need re-thinking and review.93

Environmental protection is one of the most controversial forms of policy
formulation, and it demands that scholars constantly revisit both liberalism and
realism, re-conceiving their obvious interdependence.94 The very concepts of
regimes and regime theory—that the political world without rules can lead to
anarchy, that collaboration is achieved through strategy and games, that there are
power differentials between players, and that hegemons tend to determine the rules
of games—are concepts firmly rooted in both neo-liberal and neo-realist doctrine.95

However, the notion that regimes can change  and that epistemic communities can
create such changes is a concession realists make to liberal scholars.

The Montreal and Kyoto Protocols suffered because their drafters relied on
traditional assumptions which are central to realist doctrine, namely, that so-called
“small players,” such as LDCs, will comply with the rules of IEAs if hegemonic
nations offer rewards or punishment.96 The recent history of LDCs and the
Montreal Protocol suggests that the incentive and disincentive approach might have
actually encouraged defection and cheating. Today, climate change scientists and
economic experts agree that rather than increasing compliance through monetary
incentives or punishment alone, the transfer of alternative energy technology may be
the best way to go.97 In which case, there may be a new role for the liberal concept
known as the epistemic community. 98 Experts, such as IPCC climate scientists and
their associates, are uniquely qualified to equip diplomats with a wider range of
technological, legal, and political options when crafting the language of International
Environmental Agreements—language that not only tells nations why they should
protect the environment, but how such protections can be achieved.
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